CONICAL DIRECTIONAL LIFELINES (CDL):
The fail safe way of exiting your work crew from an underground mine site
safely and with minimum exertion.
TheConical Directional Lifeline (CDL) is a secondary means of escape, manufactured with 6mm
reflective rope, with a directional cone every ten metres (10m).
Used when visibility is non-existent or very low.
The reflective rope together with reflective markings on cones and droppers will pick up any
source of light, making it easier for the work crew to follow. If visibility is non-existent, the
directional cones are shaped in a way to give you the right direction to exit the mine. In an
emergency evacuation, you will hold the lifeline rope with one hand at all times, walking along
while holding the rope. When you come to a cone, your hand should slide over the cone, if this
happens you are walking in the right direction to exit safely. If you happen to hit the 'Butt End' you
need to turn around immediately as you are walking in the wrong direction.
Key Features:
•Directional, Conical, Reflective Cones are positioned every 10metres on the line
•Reflective rope 6mm Nylon/Poly Braided
•Intrinsically Safe
•Lightweight and Very Easy to Install
•Directional cones marked with Red Cross on “Butt End”, also marked with escape way colour on
the front part of cone (Colour determined by site)
•Standard Length per system 300metres
•Maintenance Free
•FRAS Polyester Injection Moulded Cone ~ Will withstand to melting point 150°C
•Can be hung from the roof or mounted to the walls
•Australian Made Initiative for the continued safety of our miners

Pricing:
•Part Number ZLL300Mx30DIR-REF = 300m x 6mm Reflective Rope, Complete with
29 x Reflective Directional Indicators $966.00 each + GST
•Part Number ZKLL150Mx15DIR-REF = 150m x 6mm Reflective Rope, Complete with
14 x Reflective Directional Indicators $483.00 each + GST

Options: There are a variety of “Dropper” options available together with a wall mounted option to
suit your specific application:
The droppers are made precisely so the RED reflective is facing the wrong direction and the
YELLOW (or Green depending on mine site requirements) is facing the right direction.
The connection end is designed for an easy installation of the lifeline. Unscrew the ‘round’ end,
insert rope, re-screw end back on, leave it there to hang.
The ROOF Connection end is a M24 thread, will screw onto any 24mm roof bolt.
The RIB (WALL ) MOUNT Connection is M24 and will screw onto any 24mm bolt
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Pricing:
Roof Droppers can be manufactured in any length as required with reflective markings.
• 2.0mtr $22.25 each + GST **M24 Thread, will screw onto any 24mm roof bolt
• 1.5mtr $20.30 each + GST
• 1.2mtr $18.90 each + GST
• 1.0mtr $18.20 each + GST
Rib (Wall) Mount Connection ** M24 Thread to screw onto Rib Bolt
•$12.90 each + GST

Other options: 4mm Chain to whatever length required. Flexible
(can be screwed onto a RIB bolt) and can be shifted out of the way if needed.
Can be fitted with directional reflective discs (Yellow/Red, Green/Red)

Ask us for further details by contacting:
Loretta Reid on 0438 734895 or 07 47720241
Email: loretta@safeoptionsolutions.com.au

